As Grid Computing becomes a reality, a resource broker is needed to manage and monitor available resources. This work presents a workflow-based computational resource broker whose main function is to match available resources with user requests and consider network information status during matchmaking. The resource broker provides a uniform interface for accessing available and the appropriate resources via user credentials. We utilize the NWS tool to monitor the network-related information and resources status. Also, we constructed a grid platform using Globus Toolkit that integrates the distributed resources of five universities in Taichung, Taiwan, where the resource broker is developed. As a result, the proposed broker provides secure and updated information about available resources and serves as a link to the diverse systems available in the Grid.
Introduction
Grid computing is the aggregation of resources which are distributed geographically and may belong to different administrators or separate organizations, working together with each other over the Internet as a tremendous virtual computer [1-7, 9-12, 14, 18, 21, 22] . The computational Grid is the beacon to scientists for solving large-scale problems like gene comparison, high-energy physics, earthquake simulation, and weather prediction, etc.
With a resource broker, users could be insulated from the Grid middleware to avoid the communicative burden between users and resources. Generally, a resource broker can match application requirements to appropriate resources over multiple administrative domains. However, traditional resource brokers could not deal with a series of problems that may contain dependency with each other. Furthermore, when a resource broker makes a decision for matching application requirements to resource, the network information of resources may be ignored frequently [9-11, 18, 19] . This paper aims to address some solutions for solving these kinds of problems. This paper presents a workflow-based computational resource broker whose main function is to match available resources with user requests and requirements. Also, the broker will solve the job dependency problem by topological sort and execute the workflow correctly. The resource broker provides a uniform interface for accessing available and the appropriate resources via user credentials. We utilize the NWS [23] tool to monitor the network-related information and resources status. Also, we constructed a grid platform using Globus Toolkit that integrates the distributed resources of five universities in Taichung, Taiwan. With resource broker portal, it is convenient for users to submit jobs, query the resources' information, and monitor jobs' status. In addition, for dealing with communication-intensive applications, the broker will consider network information status during matchmaking and allocate the appropriate resources, thus could speedup the execution and achieve high throughput.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background review of this paper. Section 3 gives a description on concerning the architecture of our workflow-based broker system, the flowchart of job execution, and the interface of a resource broker portal. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are discussed in Section 5.
Background

Globus Middleware
The Globus Toolkit [8, 9, 11, 21] is an open-source strategy enabling Grid to come true. The Globus Toolkit has emerged as the standard for Grid middleware with protocols to handle these four services [6] :
Resource management: Web Service Grid Resource Allocation and Management Protocol (WS GRAM), Information Services: Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS), Security Services: Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI), Data Management: Global Access to Secondary Storage (GASS), GridFTP, and Replica Location Service (RLS). WS GRAM is a set of Web services designed to handle requesting and using remote system resources by providing a single common protocol and API, and it also supports a uniform and flexible interface to local job scheduling systems. The Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) provides mutual authentication of both user and remote resources using GSI (Grid-wide) PKI-based identities. WS GRAM provides a simple authorization mechanism based on GSI identities and a mechanism to map GSI identities to local user accounts.
The Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS) is the information service component of the Globus Toolkit. It provides Grid information, such as resources that are available and the state of the computational Grid. This information may include properties of the machines, computers, and networks in your Grid, such as the number of processors available, CPU load, network interfaces, file system information, bandwidth, storage devices, and memory [1-5, 12, 14, 16, 20] .
MDS uses the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), to provide middleware information in a common interface. MDS includes two components: the Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS) and the Grid Index Information Service (GIIS). With the MDS, you can publish information concerning almost anything in your Grid [7, 17, 21 ].
Java CoG Kit
Java CoG (Commodity Grid Kit) [13, 15] combines Java technology with Grid Computing to develop advanced Grid Services and accessibility to basic Globus resources. It allows easier and more rapid application development by encouraging collaborative code reuse and avoiding duplication of effort among problem-solving environments, science portals, Grid middleware, and collaborative pilots.
The Java-based Application uses the Java CoG kit to connect to the Grid system. Key characteristics include: GridProxyInit, a JDialog for submitting pass phrases to Grid to extend certificate expiration dates, GridConfigureDialog uses the UITool in the CoG Kit to enable users to configure process numbers and host names of Grid servers, and GridJob, which creates GramJob instances. This class represents a simple gram job and allows for submitting jobs to a gatekeeper, canceling them, sending signal commands, and registering and unregistering from callbacks. GetRSL, RSL provides a common interchange language to describe resources.
Network Weather Service
The Network Weather Service (NWS) is a distributed system that detects network status by periodically monitoring and dynamically forecasting over a given time interval [23] . The service operates a distributed set of performance sensors (network monitors, CPU monitors, etc.) from which it gathers system condition information. It then uses numerical models to generate forecasts of what the conditions will be for a given time period. The system includes sensors for end-to-end TCP/IP performance (bandwidth and latency), available CPU percentage, and available non-paged memory. The sensor interface, however, allows new internal sensors to be configured into the system. NWS also uses mathematical models to forecast each condition and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Square Error (MSE) rates. NWS is a widely used measurement tool for Grid environments. Studies on topics, such as load balancing, scheduling, brokering, replica selection, among others, are available in [23] .
MPICH-G2
MPI is a library specification for message-passing, proposed as a standard by a broadly based committee of vendors, implementers, and users. MPICH-G2 is a grid-enabled implementation of the MPI v1.1 standard. That is, it uses services from the Globus Toolkit (e.g., job startup, security). MPICH-G2 enables coupling of multiple machines, potentially with different architectures, to run MPI applications. MPICH-G2 automatically converts data in messages sent between machines with different architectures and supports multi-protocol communication by automatically selecting TCP for inter-machine messaging and, where available, vendor-supplied MPI for intra-machine messaging. Existing parallel programs written for MPI can be executed over the Globus infrastructure after just recompilation [1, 8, 13, 14] .
System Design and Implementation
Conceptual Overview
The system architecture of resource broker and the relation of each component are shown in Figure 1 . Each rectangular represents an individual component of our system. Furthermore, this paper had implemented the boldface parts. The ellipse shapes are tools that have developed or released by other research teams. Users could easily make use of our environment through a common Grid portal [15, 19, 20, 21, 22] . 
Job Flow of Resource Broker
A discussion regarding a flow chart of job execution from beginning to end was shown in Figure 2 . The serial number in turn represents the sequence of execution. Blue dotted lines indicate interaction between user and portal. Black lines are system processes under portal. All that a user needs to know is just how to submit their jobs through portal. This flowchart can alleviate User from the burden of understanding how jobs connected with resources and their inter-communication. 
Workflow System
Most of general resource brokers can not handle those jobs with dependency, which means job B must execution after job A because job B needs the output of job A as its input data, as shown in Figure 3 . This paper presents a workflow-based resource broker to cope with this kind of situation. It contains two phases:
Client side: A java applet program is provided for users to create workflow with workflow description language (WDL) which contains job dependency. Then this program converts the userdefined workflow description into XML format. Server side: Resource broker portal provides a web page for receiving the workflow xml file. Then resource broker parses this xml file by checking all jobs' information and dependency relationship. After parsing process, the broker adds this job into JobQueue for executing ( Figure  4) . Form Figure 5 to Figure 9 , an example of the workflow system model is shown. Once a user submits a series of jobs (job A ~ job F) and each job contains some kind of dependency with others, the client side java applet program will divide and conquer the dependency by topological sort. Suppose job A and job E are independent with each other, and workflow system adds them into JobQueue. Now both of job A and job E will be executed in parallel. If job A finishes earlier, then job B and job C will get rid of the dependency with job A. Workflow system adds job B and job C into JobQueue and removes job A. After finishing job B and job C, workflow system adds job D into JobQueue for executing. With the resource broker portal, users could compose a group of dependency jobs through a Javabased GUI workflow maker and set the following attributes for each job: Name of job, Broker sorting algorithm, Type of job (parallel MPI job or general sequential job), Dependency between jobs Working directory Program name Argument Number of Processors Workflow maker will convert this "abstract workflow" to a "realistic XML file", as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 ; this job will be delivering to resource broker through uploading this XML file.
Figure 10. Compose abstract workflow by
Java-based workflow maker.
Figure 11. Workflow maker convert abstract workflow to XML file
Job Queue
Job queue is responsible for holding all subjobs not yet executed that had been delivered to resource broker. After the scheduler retrieves subjobs from job queue, it will check all of the nodes' status, and set "occupancy" flags to busy nodes, in order to prevent from overload, then allocate other available nodes to satisfy subjobs' requirement, and set these nodes to "occupied". The scheduler gets the next subjob and executes the same procedure again.
In case of the scheduler find that there are not enough nodes to meet the jobs requirement, it will pause until the available nodes are sufficient. However, when a subjob is finished, scheduler frees the relative resources by transferring status from "occupied" to "available". In addition, scheduler could set the maximum running jobs according to the capability of Grid system. For instance, when the number of running jobs is up to fifty, scheduler will stop retrieving subjobs from job queue until the number is less then fifty. Figure 12 shows the architecture of our job queue. 
Job Scheduling Strategy
An efficiency scheduling strategy is essential for a resource broker to match jobs and resources. The scheduling algorithm is domain-base, in the testbed experimental environment; each independent cluster is a domain. Therefore, we divide the Grid to n domains. Suppose the Grid constructed from domain 1 to domain n, and here define some terminologies:
Di: Domain i, i = 1 ~ n X: Number of processors for a job execution Y: Number of total available processors for allocation NP(Di): Number of available processors in domain i, i from 1 to n B(Di): BogoMIPS of processors in domain i, i from 1 to n, all processors are homogeneous in each domain. Eij: The graph constructed between domains i and j, the edge corresponding to the current available bandwidth forecasted by NWS. Eij…s: The graph constructed between domain i to domain s, it will be a fully connected graph. Our scheduling algorithm of resource broker with network information is shown in Figure 13 . After querying Information Service to get the loading and networking status of all grid nodes, resource broker could take off the busy nodes to get Y. If X>Y, which means the number of the available processors is not enough, the matching will break, resource broker continued waiting and querying Information Services periodically until X≦Y. Once X≦Y, resource broker sorted the weight of edges (weight corresponding to the current average network transmission speed) to acquire the fastest domain and compare X with the maximum of NP(Di), if X≦Max(NP(Di)), it means we can deliver this job to a single domain, then resource broker allocates processors ranked in top X speed processors of Max(NP(Di)). If X >Max(NP(Di)), resource broker continued finding maximum of Eij...s until (Ni+Nj+...+Ns) ≧ X. Finally, resource broker allocates processors ranked in top X speed of (Di,Dj,...Ds). 
Experimental Environments and Results
The experiments were performed on a Grid test-bed consisting of 37 machines (50 Processors) across five schools (Tunghai University, Providence University, Hsiuping Institute of Technology, Dali high school, and Li-Zen High school) as shown in Figure 14 . Figure 15 shows the total turnaround time of using Resource broker compared to execution jobs on Linux console. We can see the constant overhead existed but was acceptable. This result also emphasize the overhead is remain constant with different program size. In Figure 16 and Figure 17 RB_CPU represents using CPU intensive broking algorithm which means allocating those fastest processors from available resources. RB_Net indicates using Communication intensive brokering algorithm (addressed in Section 3.6) which means allocating those fastest network speed sites. Random means select resources randomly without knowing resource information. Figure 16 shows square matrix multiplication, for example mm_8_2048 means compute 2048 by 2048 square matrix multiplication with 8 processors. The prime number example of Figure 17 is given a range of numbers where we want to find a list of prime numbers, for instance, between 1 and 20,000,000 (20 million) . It proceeds to write code that initially runs on a master node and sends the task of testing 101-200 to node 1, and sends the task of testing 201-300 to node 2, and so on.
As shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17 , competing with the other two, the RB_CPU strategy will get better performance because both matrix multiplication application and prime number application require Allocate processors ranked in top X speed of (D i , D j , ..., D s ) } much CPU power to perform multiplication operation. In this case, the RB_CPU is still the best broker strategy.
Some application requires persistent communication during execution, and the speed of communication may influence the total execution time, Figure 18 and Figure 19 presented an example that RB_Net is better than the other two. Eatbw is a communication intensive program, Eatbw_32_1024 means using 32 processors and each processor will transfer 1024kB file to others. The performance of RB_CPU and RB_Net get close while selecting more and more resources. Because the degree of parallelism is limited, using resources more than the boundaries will not obtain better performance. Also, it indicates our resource broker could handle this type of application. Generally, both RB_CPU and RB_NET will be better than Random in most cases. 
Console vs RB
Conclusions
This paper presented a workflow-based computational resource broker whose main function is to match available resourced with users' requests and solve job dependency problems. The resource broker provides a scheduling algorithm to allocate appropriate resources for communication-intensive applications.
Besides, we implemented a user friendly Grid Portal for general users to submit their jobs and monitor the detail status of resources. The experiments show that our broker is a viable contender. In the future work, a prediction model for communicate-intensive jobs' finished time is needed to enhance the utility rate of resources. Also, the scheduling algorithm of resource brokers must be continued improving. 
